The service you’ve been waiting for

TPN essential facts

TPN XL allows you to book your specialist freight in as normal and it will still be
delivered within an agreed time window. Both the freight and your customer will be
handled with the same high standards that TPN is renowned for. The difference is
that we will dedicate the day-time Hub operation to such freight, bringing you the
following benefits:

In 2017 TPN delivered over 75,000 pallets a week for businesses like yours. Our awardwinning IT integrates with your system, so you can input, see and track your pallets online.
We’ve grown to 125 UK depots, because smaller delivery areas equal more reliable service.
We streamlined systems at our purpose-built Hub to ensure smooth operation. And we kept
listening to you to stay ahead of your needs.

➜ Our service and operation will be specifically geared up for your specialist
requirements.

In 2017 we’ve delivered more than four million pallets. And we did it well. Challenge us. We
challenge ourselves all the time.

➜ Our Members can properly plan for both the needs and the capacity required for
your freight, making deliveries more accurate, more reliable and more supportive of
your business.

Your local TPN member can be found at thepalletnetworkltd.co.uk/find-a-member or talk to us @OurTPN

➜ The new service will allow the Member delivering the goods to plan ahead with
your customer about access arrangements, safe unloading and other delivery
considerations, making receipt a hassle-free and dependable experience.
➜ We are the only network to be offering a dedicated service for specialist freight.

XL
TPN XL

The UK’s first pallet network
offering for specialist freight
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Height = 2.2m

XL

XL will handle pallets between standard size
and the dimensions below

Length = 6.0m

How can TPN XL benefit you

What TPN XL gives you

TPN XL – where expertise meets excellence

At The Pallet Network – TPN – we don’t look at unusual freight and see, ‘ugly’, ‘out of
gauge’ or ‘irregular’. We see a need for excellence and expertise. That’s why we have
developed the UK’s first dedicated pallet network offering for specialist freight, and reengineered our Hub operations to make it happen.

TPN XL allows you to book in your freight online and be given specific collection and
delivery windows. We will ensure the correct vehicles, the correct expertise and the TPN
promise of excellent service.

The Pallet Network – TPN – has always had the
highest standards for service and customer care.
Now we are turning that quest for perfect service to
the specialist freight market.

This is a huge development for the specialist freight shipper. The efficiency and cost
savings which come with the pallet network model have too often been denied to
specialist freight because it does not fit well with loads optimised for standard pallets. This
means specialist freight is often left until last, despatched without the expertise it requires,
or refused altogether.
At TPN we believe in doing things properly. So our capacity-managed XL service will
give you all the benefits of a great pallet network as well as the expertise and clear
communication you need to ensure that your specialist freight is handled and delivered
with the care it requires.

“XL is one of the biggest innovations in the
sector since the invention of the pallet network”
Mark Duggan, MD, TPN

We also listen to our customers – and your
requirement for specialist handling and service
guarantees from the pallet network sector came
through loud and clear.
In response we have engineered one
of the biggest innovations in the sector
since the invention of the pallet network.
Our Hub will no longer be primarily a
night-time operation. It will now be a
24-hour operation, offering our usual
market-leading service for standard
pallets at night and a specific, capacitymanaged specialist freight network
during the day.

